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Current State 

Description of Student Life Site 
This report is an assessment of content governance on the Kent State University (KSU) Student Life site.  
The Student Life site provides a central menu that accesses information on the following subject areas of 
interest to students: Activities & Organizations, Arts & Culture, Campus Safety, Commuter & Off-Campus 
living, Dining, Health Services, Housing, Student Resources, and Transportation.  The site provides 
additional links to information on campus events, leadership opportunities, financial aid, jobs and 
internships, and parking.  It is a sub-site in the KSU main web site.  
 
Assessment Method 
An assessment of this nature usually relies on information in the organization’s Web governance 
documents (i.e., formal documentation such as style guides, content strategy plans, role and 
responsibility assignments, and persona definitions) (Davidson & Sigritz, 2013). Unfortunately, web 
governance documentation was not available for this report.   This assessment is based on a content 
audit and analysis performed on two sections of the Student Life site.   It provides an “educated guess” 
about the Student Life content governance model.   
 
Persona Definition  
The two sections audited were Activities & Organizations and Health Services.  The sections were 
evaluated against the persona definition for a parent of a high school student.  The persona is a female, 
age 47, married with 2 children.  She values education, but is concerned about cost and how to ensure 
her child will succeed in college.   Persona research for this assessment found that, when parents of high 
school students perform research on university web sites, they look primarily for information on 
academic programs, tuition, financial aid, and quality of life.    
 
Since parents are concerned about quality of life in the university, they will check information appearing 
in the Student Life site.   The content, therefore, must be appealing to parents as well as to students.  
The audit found that the content in Student Life was generally appealing to parents of high school 
students.  It provided information on student community involvement opportunities, housing, 
transportation, nutrition, and health care.    
 
Message Architecture 
The audit also evaluated the content against the recommended message architecture for KSU’s Student 
Life site.  The message architecture recommends the content be approachable, inclusive, and innovative, 
while also being traditional. The content in Student Life was found to meet these requirements.  The 
audit found that the Activities & Organizations section acts as a gateway to other KSU sites.  It does not 
actually provide substantive content of its own.  Although this section is shallow in terms of offering its 
own content, it does a thorough job of aggregating links to campus activities, services and resources.  Its 
tone is positive and engaging. Parents of high school students would think of it as good starting place for 
research on campus activities.   
 
The Health Services section offers several types of content of its own, as well as some linking to other 
KSU sites.  Health Services is also generally acceptable relative to message architecture guidelines.  Its 
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tone is traditional, friendly, calm and serene. It would instill confidence in parents of high school 
students.  Parents are likely to think that KSU has modern and dependable health care services.   
 
Summary of Current State 
The current state of the content revealed both positive and negative aspects of the content: 
Positive Aspects  

 the content on both Student Activities & Organizations and Health Services did not suffer from 
ROT 

 links functioned correctly and were actionable 
 style was consistent in use of fonts, underlining, bold, and use of color.    

Negative Aspects 
 H1 tags and keywords were usually missing  
 ownership of pages is not clear (i.e., there is no contact information or feedback form on the 

pages) 
 photographs and graphics often appear amateurish 
 some pages have unbalanced text and too much white space 

 
Improvements Resulting from Effective Content Governance  

As noted above, the assessment found areas in which the content could be improved.  Following the 
content governance improvement goals described by Hilary Marsh (2013) effective content governance 
will enable the Student Life content to be improved in the following ways: 
 
1. Accurate 
• Factually accurate, grammatically correct and free of typos 
• Entered into the CMS (or other system) correctly and completely   
• All links have been checked 
• Contains all appropriate metadata 
• Is readable (grade 9 or less, 48 + on the Flesch -Kincaid reading ease scale) 
• Follows KSU’s editorial guidelines and standards 
 
Assessment Findings 
The content was found to be accurate, grammatically correct, free of typos, and was readable.   The links 
worked correctly.  However, it is not clear that the content contains appropriate metadata or is entered 
into a CMS.  These processes are required to improve the content.  The text uses consistent formatting; 
therefore, it appears to be following an editorial standard.  However, it is not clear that editorial 
standards exist for graphics.  Many photographs on the Student Life site are amateur snapshots.  An 
effective content governance process would improve these photographs by replacing them with more 
professional photographs.  Similarly, some announcements produced by Kent State’s Health Services 
department appear unprofessional when compared to those from government sites .   When the 
content appears unprofessional, it can impact the user’s perception of its accuracy.   Although it is 
accurate, the user may not think it is accurate.   
 
2. Necessary 
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• Is unique, topical, timely, and relevant to the audience 
• Is appropriate for the university to share and required for the audience (students, parents, faculty, and 
staff) to know 
 
Assessment Findings 
Redundant content was not found in the assessment.  However, effective content governance would 
ensure content was unique on the site and did not suffer from ROT.  
The content was found to be topical, relevant, appropriate, and required for the audience.  However, its 
timeliness is not clear.  In most instances, the Health Services pages had been updated within the last 
three years.  However, pages in the Activities & Organizations section did not have update dates 
displaying at all.   Effective content governance would ensure timely updates. 
 
3. Authentic 
• If it is original content, is created in the KSU brand voice 
• If it is curated content, the original source is attributed and KSU’s analysis clearly identified 
• If it contains an executive byline, was actually written by that person 
• Provides the context/analysis/perspective that only we can offer and that will help our audience use 
the information 
 
Assessment Findings 
Authenticity is a strong positive feature of the Student Life site. Most of the content is original, is written 
in the KSU brand voice, and provides KSU’s unique perspective.   Content that is not authored by KSU is 
clearly attributed to the correct source.  The content would be improved by clearly displaying the owner 
of the page.  Effective content governance would require that the content state which group, 
department, or individual is responsible for the content.  The user should be provided with a contact for 
questions or feedback about the content.    
 
4. Effective 
• Has been promoted on the site, e-newsletters, and social media so that 
the audience knows that this content exists 
•Has been shared via an internal universal editorial calendar so other internal 
content creators know about it 
• Is intended for a substantial size target audience; has a specific, measurable goal and a call-to-action 
and a plan for achieving that goal 
•Will be measured, so we know how many people have seen/heard/used this content 
 
Assessment Findings 
The effectiveness of the content on the Student Life site is unclear.  Very few content items had H1 tags.  
None had keywords.  It is convenient for users to share the content by invoking social network links that 
display on the site.  However, it is not known whether or not the content is shared via an internal 
universal editorial calendar, or that it has a call-to-action.  The assessment was unable to obtain 
measurements from Google Analytics.  Therefore, it is highly recommended that a specific, measurable 
goal and plan for measuring traffic on the site be implemented. 
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5. Strategic 
• Is tied to specific university goals  
• Is tied to specific user needs  
• Has a lifecycle for reviewing/renewing/expiring 
 
Assessment Findings 
The content was generally strategic in that it was tied to specific university goals and user needs.  It 
appears to be operating under a general set of rules that exist in the KSU main web site. However, it was 
not clear that editorial calendars were being followed for reviewing/renewing/expiring content.  
Effective content governance would require the Student Life site to follow a lifecyle calendar for 
ensuring ongoing strategic value of the content.  
 
Content on the Student Life site would be improved by following the guidelines above.  Its timeliness, 
uniqueness, and quality would be ensured by following a content governance process.   Defining content 
governance steps, goals, and measurements would allow the university to identify content that serves 
the needs of its audience, as well as content that is ineffective.  
 

Current Governance Scope 

As noted above, KSU’s current content governance processes are not known.  However, some general 
conclusions can be drawn from observations obtained in the content audit.  It is clear from the 
inconsistencies in the content that current governance processes are not always producing the level of 
quality that is appropriate for the brand voice of KSU. In order to improve the content on the Student 
Life site, its current governance processes should be redefined.    
 
Inconsistencies in content quality are likely due to KSU’s content governance operating in a “siloed” 
organizational structure.   Student Life appears to be following the “Independent Model” of content 
governance described in “Four Models for Managing Digital at Your Organization” (Mogus, Silberman, & 
Roy, 2011a).  In this model, digital leadership is “sprinkled” in isolated units, or silos, throughout an 
organization.   Some of the silos have strong technical teams and a great deal of power.  Others are 
weak and low in resources.  There is competition rather than collaboration between these teams.  Each 
team creates its own content governance rules without regard for an overall, consistent user experience.   
 
There is evidence of an effort to govern the Student Life content, but the results are not always 
successful.  For example, Student Life pages appear to follow a general style guide relative to text 
formatting (i.e., fonts, colors, bulleted lists, etc.).  However, as noted above, the style and quality of 
photographs varies from section to section.  This variance in quality is a sign that there is a struggle to 
maintain content standards. 
 
Content governance involves three types of resources: people, processes, and platforms (Marsh, 2013).   
The amount, type, and level of these resources needed to support the Student Life site should be 
determined by an evaluation of its characteristics.  Following Shane Diffily’s thoughts in “A New 
Framework for Web Governance,” the following steps are recommended:     
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1)   Determine how “big, busy and complex” the Student Life site is and how it will change over time.  
Then, based on the scale of the student life section, assess the granularity of its required governance 
activities.  Finally, based on granularity, plan the level of governance resources needed.  
 
2)  Assuming the student life section is a medium scale site, it would need a Content/Project Manager as 
the website owner.  It would also need a Steering Committee, an IT Developer for content coding and 
metadata tagging, a Graphic/UI Designer, Subject Area Content Authors, and a PR/Marketing Manager.   
A Content Strategy Manager would ensure that all areas followed formal governance processes. 
 
3) The level of staffing would be determined by measuring the monthly traffic.  If the number of visitors 
per month is in the medium range of 250K – 750K per month, Student Life would need to have 8-12 full 
time equivalents.  Student Life is likely on the smaller end of this range.  It probably would be well 
supported by 8 – 9 FTEs.  
 
What Will Change? 
The Student Life site will be supported by new content governance processes that will be a collaborative 
rather than competitive.  The new process will ensure that, while individual areas of KSU still own the 
subject matter, there will be communication, consistency, and clear roles and responsibilities across 
these areas.   
 

Roles and Responsibilities 

As Marsh (2013) explained, there are four Web governance models usually found in organizations: 
formal, centralized, independent, and hybrid.  These models were described in “Four Models for 
Managing Digital at Your Organization” (Mogus, et al., 2011a).  As noted above, KSU’s Student Life site 
currently appears to follow the independent model.  Each subject area appears to have a team of its 
own with no strong central authority.  This model is likely causing dysfunction due to the existence of 
silos associated with each subject area.  Silos cause isolation and lack of information. In the independent 
model, the digital staff is not at a high level in the organization, is not represented well by its leadership, 
and cannot engage other teams proactively (Mogus, Silberman, & Roy, 2011b). 
 
Clearly, KSU’s Student Life site must transition to a more functional model.  In a functional model, each 
subject area served by the site would provide information that meets Marsh’s (2013) content 
governance improvement goals described above.  That is, the content provided by the new model would 
be more accurate, necessary, authentic, effective, and strategic.  
 
A more functional model for the Student Life site is the hybrid model.  In this model, the different 
subject areas accessible through Student Life would continue to focus on their own needs and 
information.  However, they will no longer function as silos.  They will be connected by a central team.  
The central team will operate within a vision of shared strategic goals. The hybrid model, being highly 
collaborative and organic, will discourage politicization and competition (Mogus, et al., 2011a).   It will 
encourage teams to adopt a culture in which helping and giving to each other are encouraged as part of 
overall strategy (Jones, 2013). 
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Definition of Central Team 
Since the central team will be a new entity, all roles in the central team will be new.  The definition of 
roles in the central team must: 

 Begin with educated assumptions as to the types of roles and number of FTEs required. 
 Continue to be refined as further information about the web site is obtained.   Traffic 

measurements, usability tests, and other analytics should be performed to finely tune the type 
and amount of resources needed. 

 Recognize that the KSU organizational structure is fluid.  Overall organizational changes in the 
university will impact the Student Life central team.  To best serve the needs of its audience, the 
central team must be proactive, flexible, and open to organizational change. 

 Ensure that no dysfunctional “unicorn” roles are created.  In fitting with the hybrid model, roles 
should be organic and suited to the needs of the organization.  However, if a role becomes  too 
deep, broad, and/or unfocused it will be redefined.   

 Recognize that some members of subject area teams may be students, part-time, cross-
functional, home-based, or otherwise non-standard.  These members should receive the visibility 
and support needed even though their functions may be carried out in a non-standard way. 

 
Steering Committee (.25 FTEs for each of 9 subject areas = 2.25 FTEs) 
The steering committee is led by the Content Strategy Manager.  It consists of a senior staff member 
from each subject area team.   The committee’s responsibilities are: 
 

 Ensure that all subject area teams have appropriate levels of resources to support their content. 
 Ensure that the content governance guidelines established in this document are  
 followed and enforced. 
 Identify subject area owners for all processes and advocate for those owners in improving the 

processes. 
 Ensure that the subject area’s content management tools are effective, and to evaluate and 

identify options for improving the tools used to publish information online. 
 Develop criteria for prioritizing subject area site enhancement or expansion requests, and to 

review submitted requests.   
 Act as a liaison with Subject Area Content Authors to publish content on Student Life. 
 Work with their teams to learn about the subject area’s editorial calendar and monthly metrics 

reports.  Act as an advocate for adherence to content strategy in updating, revising, archiving, or 
removing content for their subject areas.  

 Review regularly scheduled content audit reports from Content/Project Manager.   Enforce 
content governance guidelines to ensure content does not suffer from ROT. 

 
Content Strategy Manager (1 FTE) 
The Content Strategy Manager works with subject area teams to define the yearly editorial strategy for 
all content accessible through the Student Life site.  He/she sets, enforces, and evolves the digital 
content guidelines.   Specific responsiblities are: 
 

 Evaluates Student Life site performance metrics on ongoing basis and provide recommendations 
to improve performance. Provides regular reporting to KSU stakeholders on content metrics 
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(engagement rates, page depth, etc.) using existing analytics tools. Use results to shape ongoing 
content strategy development. 

 Provides advice and perspective to subject areas on proper oversight of user experience 
including UI, technology, and social media partnerships, 

 Influences the development of site nomenclature, taxonomies and content structure hierarchies 
across all platforms accessed from the Student Life. 

 Keeps abreast of university site development trends and makes strategic recommendations.to 
Steering Committee. 

 Works closely with subject area leaders on the Steering Committee to understand their goals and 
strategy.  Recommends and gains agreement on the content to support subject area content 
goals and strategy.   

 Ensures that subject areas implement competitive and market research to keep abreast of new 
developments in their areas. 

 Recommend and oversee subject areas’ implementation of analytics for measuring content 
effectiveness. 

 Ensure that subject area goals, strategic plans, analytics, and competitive and market research 
are all inputs into the overall Student Life content strategy. 

 Defines and manages the creation and maintenance of a CMS to be used by all the subject areas.  
Defines and manages the subject areas’ content publishing process from initial draft to final 
release in the CMS. 

 Ensures that non-standard subject area team members are provided direction and mentorship.  
For example, undergraduate KSU students may perform subject area work that requires 
mentoring and review of work by an experienced team member. 

 Ensures that subject area leaders plan, identify, curate and source all content to provide an 
ongoing supply of relevant and updated content. 

 Recommends content to fill subject area content gaps.  
 Coordinates with subject area leaders on ongoing maintenance and hygiene of published content 

including adherence to editorial calendar. 
 
Content/Project Manager (1 FTE) 
The Content/Project Manager reports to the Content Strategy Manager. Specific responsibilities include: 

 Ensures that all content that is accessed from the Student Life site follows the organization’s 
guidelines and standards. 

 Acts as the liaison with Developers to review requests for new sections or new functionality, and 
prioritizes those requests, working with the developers. 

 Acts as the Student Life site “owner.”  Provides a central point of contact for questions or 
suggestions about the site.  

 Oversee the completion of regularly scheduled content audits.  Report results of content audits 
to Steering Committee.  

 
Graphic/UI designer (1 FTE) 
The graphic/UI designer develops the visual guidelines and standards for the subject areas accessed 
through Student Life.  Specific responsibilities include: 
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 Collaborates with the subject area team members who creates the standards for other media 
such as video, audio, documents, etc. 

 Creates and/or edits Student Life images as needed.  
 
IT developer (1 FTE) 
The IT Developers codes and performs technical implementation of content requests.  
Specific responsibilities include: 

 Ensure requests for content (new or updated) have been approved by Content/Project Manager. 
 Code and update content to the Student Life site. 
 Tag content with all appropriate metadata as determined by the Content/Project Manager. 

 
Subject Area Content Authors (.25 FTEs for each of 9 subject areas = 2.25 FTEs) 
Subject Area Content Authors produce the content that will appear on Student Life.   Specific 
responsibilities include: 

 Work through their Steering Committee representative to ensure that content about the 
programs, events, or resources available in their subject areas  gets published on Student Life. 

 Submit requests to the Content/Project Manager to publish new content. This is the only staff 
member who can perform this function.  

 Students and/or other non-standard subject area team members may perform this function.   
 
PR/Marketing Manager (.25 FTE) 
The PR/Marketing Manager provides guidance, advice and support for promoting the Student Life site.  
Specific responsibilities include: 

 Keeps abreast of new or updated content on Student Life. 
 Ensures content is promoted internally and externally in appropriate media. 
 A PR/Marketing Manager would perform this function on a part-time basis.  

 

Processes and Principles  

The Student Life site will govern its web content using the following principles: 
1. All content will be reviewed and approved by the Content/Project Manager before it is published 
online. 
2. Content will be created in accordance with the message architecture recommended for the Student 
Life site.  That is, it will be created using the approved voice of the KSU brand; it will have a tone that is 
approachable, inclusive, and innovative, while also being traditional; it will meet persona development 
guidelines; and it will meet requirements of the Student Life style guide.   
3. All content must explicitly contribute to the Student Life goals and/or the needs of its audience 
(students, parents, faculty and staff). 
4. All content will be ADA compliant and optimized for search. 
 
The following ongoing steps will ensure correct web content governance: 
Annually  

 Each subject area will draft a list of its major planned content initiatives for the coming year and 
submit to the Student Life Steering Committee. 
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 The steering committee will review all content initiatives to ensure that they have a clearly 
stated goal (KPI) and audience, and that they explicitly tie into a Student Life goal and/or a 
known audience need. The Steering Committee will approve only content that meets those 
criteria.  

 
Quarterly 

 The Steering Committee and all departments will hold a collaborative session at least quarterly at 
which everyone will work together to create an editorial calendar from all approved initiatives. 

 In the quarterly meeting, the Steering Committee will review the Student Life metrics for the 
quarter.  The review will include such metrics as Google Analytics, usability test results, and 
content archived.  

 
See the Resonsibility Matrix, Process Flow Diagram for Student Life Content Governance, Response 
Times for Content Requests, and Platform Governance recommendations in the Appendix.  
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Appendix 

Responsibility matrix 
Following the example of Marsh (2013), the roles are shown below in a responsibility matrix.  Each role 
and major task is listed.  Four types of responsibility are assigned: 
R – responsible, meaning that this person will actually be doing this task. 
A – accountable, meaning that this person decides whether the task should get done 
and determines that it is, indeed, complete and sufficient. 
S – stakeholder, meaning that this person contributes the subject-matter expertise for 
the task. 
I – input, meaning that this person is involved indirectly in decisions about the task.  
He/she may perform a related function or have an oversight role 
 
 

Role 

Steering 
Committee 
Member 

Content 
Strategy 
Manager 

Content/ 
Project 
Manager 

Graphic/ 
UI 
Designer IT developer 

Subject Area 
Content 
Author 

PR/ 
Marketing  
Manager 

FTE 2.25 1 1 1 1 2.25 .25 

New  
content 

I, S A A R R R I 

Annual 
editorial  
calendar,  
content audits 
and reports 

I, S A A, I, S I   I 

Digital 
editorial 
guidelines and 
standards 

I, S A I, S I I   

New site 
sections 

I A A R R S I 

New site 
functionality 

I A A R R I  

Code and tag 
content 

 A   R   

QA content  A I, S  R, A R, A I 
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Process Flow Diagram for Student Life Content Governance 
 

 
 
 
Response Times for Content Requests 
Various types of content requests will require different response times.   Below are four typical types of 
requests and the recommended response time.  
 

Request Response 

Typographical error correction Two business days 

Factual error correction Two business days 

Major page update Three business days 

New page, section, or functionality Follow governance process to determine 
response due date 

 
 
 
 
 
Platform Governance 
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Information on the current platform used by the Student Life site was not available for this report.  
However, it is known that the Student Life site is a sub-site of the larger KSU main web site.  As such, it is 
dependent on KSU’s hardware architecture, capacity, budget, and oversight.  This issue needs to be 
discussed by the Steering Committee.  It is possible that Student Life will need to create and manage a 
CMS that is funded and managed separately from KSU’s main system.  If so, a funding source must be 
identified.  If a separate platform cannot be built (or is not cost effective), the Student Life content 
governance process will have to be flexible.  It will have to adjust to organizational constraints.  This 
would not necessarily be a negative situation.   The Student Life site will already be following the hybrid 
model.  It will be prepared to manage its people, processes, and platforms in a fluid, collaborative 
manner.  
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